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Abstract
By factorizations and the Smith normal form of polynomial matrix, this paper discusses
the explicit solution and solvability of the linear matrix equation
Pk
iD0 AiXBi D C over a
field. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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Let F be a field, Fmn (FmnTU) be the set of all m  n matrices over F (F TU),
adj.A/ be the adjoint matrix of A 2 FnnTU. A g-inverse of A 2 Fmn will be
denoted by A− and is understood as a matrix for which AA− A D A. In the paper, if
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Let B./ D .bij .// D PkiD0 Bii 2 Fnq TU, where Bi 2 Fnq . For a fixed A 2
Fmm, we define the map G by




T ⊗ Ai: (1)
The map G has many good properties. First of all, it is anti-multiplicative and addi-
tive, i.e.:
Lemma 1. If B./; M./ 2 Fnq TU; C./ 2 FqmTU; then
GTB./C./U D GTC./UGTB./U; (2)
GTB./ C M./U D GTB./U C GTM./U: (3)





























Clearly, we have (3). 
If B./ is invertible, then it is clear that GTB./U is invertible, and
GTB−1./U D .GTB./U/−1 : (4)
When n D q , let b./ D det B./. Since
B./ adjB./ D adjB./B./ D b./I;
we have
GTadjB./UGTB./U D I ⊗ b.A/ D GTb./I U; (5)
thus GTB./U is invertible () b.A/ is invertible, and
GTB−1./U D .I ⊗ b.A//−1GTadjB./U: (6)
Next, we discuss the explicit solution of linear matrix equation
kX
iD0
AiXBi D C; (7)
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i 2 FnnTU; (8)





D GTB./U col.X/: (9)
Thus, the matrix equation (7) can be written as
GTB./U col.X/ D col.C/: (10)
Let P./ D PuiD0 Pii and Q./ D .qij .// be unimodular matrices that trans-







where D./ D diag.d1./; : : : ; dr .// and d1./j    jdr./.
Clearly, we have
GTB./U D GTQ−1./UGTS./UGTP−1./U: (12)
We define Y 2 Fmn by
col.Y / D GTP−1./U col.X/: (13)






By (4) and (10), Eq. (7) can be written as
GTS./U col.Y / D GTQ./U col.C/: (15)
It is easy to see that
























Thus, by (15)–(18), the matrix equation (7) can be written as
di.A/Yi D qTi .A/c; i D 1; : : : ; r (19)
and
qTi .A/c D 0; i > r: (20)
From a general knowledge of matrix equation, the matrix equation (19) has a




 D rank.di.A//; i D 1; : : : ; r: (21)
Moreover, if Eq. (19) is consistent, then its general solutions can be written as
Yi D d−i .A/qTi .A/c C
(
I − d−i .A/di.A/

Ui; (22)
where d−i .A/ is any g-inverse of di.A/, and Ui is arbitrary m-dimensional column
vector over F.
According to the above, clearly, we have:
Theorem 1. Suppose P./ D PuiD0 Pii and Q./ D .q1./; : : : ; qn.// be uni-
modular matrices which transform B./ D PkiD0 Bii into the Smith normal form




 D rank.di.A//; i D 1; : : : ; r; (23)
and
qTi .A/c D 0; i > r: (24)





where YrC1; : : : ; Yn are arbitrary m-dimensional column vectors,
Yi D d−i .A/qTi .A/c C
(
I − d−i .A/di.A/

Ui; i D 1; : : : ; r; (26)
for arbitrary m-dimensional column vectors U1; : : : ; Ur ; and d−i .A/; i D 1; : : : ; r;
is arbitrary but fixed g-inverse.
Corollary 1. Suppose P./ D PuiD0 Pii and Q./ D .q1./; : : : ; qn.// be uni-
modular matrices which transform B./ D PkiD0 Bii into the Smith normal form
(11), and c D col.C/. Then the matrix equation (7) has a unique solution if and only
if r D n and d1.A/; : : : ; dr.A/ are invertible.
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Yi D d−1i .A/qTi .A/c; i D 1; : : : ; n: (28)
Theorem 2. Suppose B./ D PkiD0 Bii and b./ D detB./. Then the matrix
equation (7) has a unique solution if and only if b.A/ is an invertible matrix. More-
over, if the matrix equation (7) has a unique solution, and adjB./ D PviD0 Dii;





Proof. Since GTB./U is invertible () b.A/ is invertible, by (10), it is clear that
The matrix equation (7) has a unique solution if and only if b.A/ is invertible.
If b.A/ is invertible, then by (6), the matrix equation (10) has a unique solution
col.X/ D GTB−1./U col.C/ D .I ⊗ b.A//−1GTadjB./U col.C/; (30)
thus









Thus, it is clear that (29) is a unique solution of Eq. (7). 
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